
Magical Narwhal Bracelet
Project B1057   [Skill Level: Intermediate]
Designer: Megan Milliken

Magic and whimsy remind us to believe that anything is possible in this cute bracelet featuring a Green Girl Studios narwhal link, which
reads: "Magic is Everywhere" on the reverse.

What You'll Need

Green Girl Studios Pewter Narwhal 'Magic Is Everywhere' Link 27.5mm (1)
SKU: PND-9477
Project uses 1 piece

Matte Black Oxidized Plated Round Rolo Chain 3mm Bulk By The Foot
SKU: CHA-99986
Project uses 5 inches

Gun Metal Plated Magnetic Clasps 6 x 4.5mm (4 Sets)
SKU: FCL-6805
Project uses 1 piece

Rhodium Plated Pewter Open Star Charm 12.7mm (1)
SKU: PND-5166
Project uses 4 pieces

Rhodium Plated Pewter Oval Jump Rings 4mm 20 Gauge (50)
SKU: FJR-5401
Project uses 8 pieces

Specialized Tools

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex
SKU: XTL-5600

Instructions:

As written, these instructions will produce a finished bracelet length of about 6.5". If you would like to increase or
decrease the length, simply change the length of the chain pieces that you cut (each by half of the total desired
change).

1. Cut two 2.5" lengths of matte black oxidized plated rolo chain.

2. Use a rhodium plated pewter 4mm oval jump ring to attach one length of chain to one side of a pewter narwhal link. Then use a
second ring to attach the second chain to the other side of the link.

3. Hang four rhodium plated open pewter open star charms by jump rings along the chain, two on each side.

4. Use jump rings to attach each side of a gunmetal plated magnetic clasp to each end of the chain.

Variations

Choose your favorite link with charms to match to give this bracelet a whole new look.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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